
//_BACKGROUND:

Joanna’s background includes diverse IT 
forensic and security roles at leading 
consulting, security and risk-management 
firms in Australia and the United Kingdom.

Joanna specializes in network forensics and the 

investigation of data breaches and has also led a 

wide variety of computer forensic investigations 

including IP theft, fraud, employee misconduct 

and defamation. 

She has experience as an independent expert 

witness for the Supreme, County and Family courts 

and has executed Anton Pillar Orders and search 

warrants. 

Joanna has a PhD in Computer Science from the 

University of Wales Swansea in the fields of data 

mining, artificial intelligence and network file 

systems.

//_EXPERT SERVICES: 

> Network forensics and log analysis including  
assessment of notifiable data breaches

> Cyber forensic acquisition and analysis 
including data carving, timeline production and 
registry artifacts

> Penetration testing and vulnerability 
assessments using hacker methodologies and 
toolsets

> Expert understanding of operating systems, 
networking and security technologies

> Investigation-led programming and data mining 
using C#, .NET and SQL

> Engaging verbal and written communication 
skills for real-time situational updates, expert 
reports or leadership summaries

> Engagement and people management at large 
enterprise and multi-national consulting firms

//_NAME:

Joanna Dalton
//_QUOTE:

“As computers and online access have made the 
provision of services more convenient and our lives 
easier, the data contained in our digital systems has 
become far more valuable. This has significantly 
increased the incentive for criminals to hack into 
business systems to steal, disrupt or compromise data." 

//_INTRODUCTION: 

Joanna is an experienced specialist in the provision of forensic IT and cyber 
security services. She has extensive skills in digital forensic investigations 
and security testing. Joanna is a well-rounded technologist with expert 
understanding of operating systems, networks and leading-edge security 
principles.

Security. Peace of mind.
Courtroom credibility.



//_CONTACT JOANNA: 

Joanna Dalton, Forensic IT Pty Ltd 
PHONE: 03 9691 0804   MOBILE: 0420 307 581
ADDRESS: Level 18/114 William Street, Melbourne VIC 3000, Australia 
EMAIL: joanna.dalton@forensicit.com.au   WEBSITE: forensicit.com.au

//_SUPPORTING INFORMATION:

Joanna has over 13 years of experience in cyber forensics and security and is a well-
rounded technologist with expert understanding of corporate network environments and 
data security principles.  

Joanna specialises in the investigation of network data breaches and has helped both large and small 
corporate clients investigate and identify the extent of Notifiable Data Breaches. She has also spent 
considerable time focusing on vulnerability assessments and cyber security issues, compliance and 
reporting obligations, as well as the creation and implementation of corporate security policies.

Joanna has significant experience in the Australian financial sector in cyber risk and investigation 

services, including leading the periodical security testing function of a major Australian bank.

She has an expert understanding of complex corporate systems, hacker methodologies, IT security 

principles and the ability to quickly learn new technologies relevant to any investigation or incident.

She also has excellent stakeholder engagement and management skills, which she has utilised to manage 

technology-focused teams over multiple continents, cultures and time zones to deliver real-time security 

advisories and penetration testing reports.

//_KEY CAPABILITIES:

> Expert understanding of complex corporate
systems, hacker methodologies, IT security
principles

> Extensive experience conducting vulnerability
assessments and investigating cyber security
issues

> Deep understanding of technology, with
outstanding knowledge of operating systems,
networks and leading-edge security principles

//_PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS:

> GIAC Network Forensic Analyst
(GNFA)

> ISACA Certified Information Security
Manager (CISM)

> PhD Computer Science (data mining, artificial
intelligence and network file systems),
University of Wales Swansea

> BSc (1st class honours) Computer Science,

University of Wales Swansea

> Engages effectively with all tiers of
organisation

> Accessible, friendly

> Confident presenter

//_PERSONAL TRAITS:

> Deeply technical

> Passionate about client outcome

> Determined

> Professional approach


